Postdoc Lunchtime Seminar Series 2014
GGSR-B, Museum Building
1-2 pm

17th September
Volcanic Eruption Triggers in LA-ICP-MS Maps of Magmatic Crystals
Dr. Teresa Ubide

Badgers: a plan for all seasons
Dr. David Kelly

24th September
TBC
Dr. Caroline Wynne

Natural background levels in Irish groundwater
Dr. Katie Tedd

1st October
From the ground up: modelling GHG emissions from Ireland’s agricultural soils
Dr. Mike Whitfield

The Geography of Demography: What Can We Infer from Species Distribution Models?
Dr. Anna Maria Csergo

8th October
How did the Alps get their shape? Linking drainage divide migration to orogenic wedge state
Dr. Chris Mark

A qualitative assessment of groundwater discharge to lakes using thermal remote sensing and geochemical tracing techniques
Dr. Jean Wilson

Sandwiches and tea/coffee provided
For any queries please contact llarsen@tcd.ie or ldevaney@tcd.ie